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A Letter from Elizabeth

Greetings from Cherry Creek Now Magazine

I am so very excited about this new issue. As I write from Vail and appreciate the small 
town ambiance, I gain perspective of how lucky we are to have a “small town feel” right 
here in Cherry Creek North. Nothing like a Colorado mountain town to get inspired about 
how appreciative we should be to live in this great state. As Denver gets busier and more 
crowded, I am so grateful to be a part of a community magazine that has a very special and 
supportive network. Vail and Cherry Creek North have a lot in common …You ask how? 
They are very different in geographic locations, but if you look at the sense of community 
in both you will see the similarities. Cherry Creek Now Magazine has always supported the 
local businesses here in the neighborhood, and now with the growth, we are even more sure 
that people are happy to be a part of a community they can enjoy.

In this issue we introduce our new fashion editor Tina Friedman who owns Style TM and 
is an expert stylist. She shows us how to layer for winter and make it fashionable at the 
same time. We sent Corinne Brown around Cherry Creek to find the best “Hot Brews” in 
the neighborhood. We have so many great coffee shops. And let’s not forget our favorite, 
Michael Moore who explores beard care for all you men out there. There is more to it than 
you think! He also provides tips on seasonal changes with skin care for the winter months.

Thank you to our loyal readers and all the people who make this neighborhood so great!
 
     Have a Wonderful Winter,  
     Elizabeth Hamilton, Publisher/Editor
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When cold winds blow and winter chills drive you indoors, you don’t have to go far in 
Cherry Creek North to grab a cup of bone-warming brew. That’s the beauty of our urban 
village, a unique shopping area that grew out of the original enclave of independent 
entrepreneurs who started it all decades ago by building a retail neighborhood with 
superior products and outstanding service. From clothing to edibles – today, it’s better than 
ever. 

So when on the prowl for that perfect gift and needing a quick pick-me-up, or just a respite 
from the madness, consider some of the finest coffee spots in the city right here in the 
Creek for unique, delicious, and steaming drinks guaranteed to warm and soothe.

Daz Bog, 299 Milwaukee

If the weather delivers a Dostoyevsky-esque blast of snow that drives you indoors, head 
straight for this corner coffee spot where drinks are served with gusto, and, yes—from 
Russia, with love. Daz Bog was founded 20 years ago by two Russian brothers and their 
legacy lives on in creative packaging of superb teas and coffees with the Russian flag 
as decoration. (These not only look cool but contain wonderful ingredients for you to 
continue the love at home.)

Store manager Alex Tertter lives and breathes Daz Bog coffee culture, and dotes on 
his clientele. Watching him make a delectable coffee drink is pure poetry. Go for the 
“Chokolat Cappuccino,” an espresso/coffee and steamed milk concoction that’s beyond 
delicious. It’s a transformative twist on a traditional cappuccino, but much richer in flavor 
and so gratifying, you’ll think you crossed the Volga and went straight to heaven.  Other 
tempting offerings include the Karamel Kreem Latte, the White Night’s Red Eye (a white 
Russian chai tea with a shot of white chocolate sauce), and the classic “Hot Chokolat,” 
enriched with hot milk and dark chocolate. Serious indulgence. Lovely pastries from 
Aspen Baking Company (even gluten free) are an added plus. Open 6:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
on weekdays; 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekends. 

by corinne brown Coffee Anyone?
Baby, It’s Cold Outside!



A walk down Second Avenue as you head to Whole Foods for 
last-minute groceries brings you to INK, 2415 East Second. Be 
not misled by the simplicity of this Millennial-friendly coffee 
shop with its quick order counter and small booths for those 
on the run.  It also offers a cozy dining area and sofa facing the 
street for some serious people watching. Take note; their winter 
brews are not to be missed. Start with Hot Caramel Apple Cider, 
a chai drink with a splash of apple juice and caramel flavoring. 
Or perhaps you’d prefer the Blended Mint Chai, a refreshing 
restorative, all frothy and fresh and cold. (Did we say cold?  
Well, you might really be thirsty.)

Served year round, ask for the Pumpkin Latte when you’re 
craving something hot and spiced. Chocolate lovers—demand 
the Merry Mint Mocha, coffee with chocolate and a hint of 
peppermint. And of course, who doesn’t love the very special 
Eggnog Latte, just like regular latte but with eggnog added. 
For full effect, order your drink in a ceramic mug if you plan to 
linger. It will stay warm longer and you’ll feel pampered. Don’t 
overlook the “Hot Nutcase,” a steaming latte combing vanilla 
and hazelnut flavorings. (Actually, we just like the name.) INK! 
manager Danny Hall reminds that they’re open week days 6:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Sat/Sun from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., with a 
full lunch menu too.

Oh lala! Crepes n’ Crepes at 2813 East Third Avenue, a French 
restaurant with a Provençal flair, might not be the first place 
you’d think of to warm up and unthaw your insides, but look 
again. Aside from outstanding food, including a sumptuous hot 
French onion soup served with an entrée crepe if you want a tasty 
lunch, their specialty drink menu with hot drinks and lattes hits 
the spot. We recommend the Hot Cinnamon Cider, strengthened 
with a touch of rum and topped with a dash of cinnamon. Next 
try “Peppermint Piaf,” an homage to the great French singer, to 
be topped only by an amazing drink named after Edith’s most 
famous song, “La Vie En Rose”— rich, hot chocolate paired with 

“Somehow, everything’s clearer 
after a bracing cup of tea or that 
coffee boost.”



Corinne Joy Brown writes for various local and national 

magazines about arts, culture and the West. A Denver native 

with a second career in design, she recently released her 5th 

publication, Hidden Star, an historical novel.

a heady shot of Chambord (raspberry liqueur) and crowned with 
a frothy head of whipped crème. Can I tell you? This is the stuff 
of dreams. Served in a giant ceramic cup, you will wallow in 
this French confection.  Open Tuesday through Saturday, 8:00 
a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and Sundays and Mondays 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 
p.m.  Be aware, because they have a liquor license and a great 
wine list, they will also customize a hot toddy. Allow Rob, the 
manager to please your palate. 

 Before heading home, of course you need to stop and pick up 
some chocolates for your sweetheart, friends, or grandkids, and 
have that last scrumptious beverage before the day is gone. Pull 
into Enstrom’s on University Boulevard and First Avenue and 
prepare to indulge. Long famous for their Enstrom’s toffee and 
their fabulous, candy treats, who knew that they’ve morphed 
into a full service bistro-café serving delectable pastries, a 
full menu of coffee and teas, and hand-crafted chocolates 
of every description. Drink up and enjoy their Peppermint 
Mocha, a lovely drink that feels like dessert. Or opt for classic 
hot chocolate, made with shaved, semi-sweet chocolate and 
steamed milk, the way it should be. They proudly serve ginger 
infused Bahkti chai out of Boulder and Oregon chai, a sweeter 
variety, too.  Open six days a week from 7:00 a.m. until 7:00 
p.m. and 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Sundays, this is the obvious 
neighborhood sanctuary, a quiet place for mini-meetings and 
long conversations, as well as a fantasy tour for children who 
can only marvel at the candy wrapped  in each season’s finery. 
Do grab a coffee card and enjoy the eighth drink for free.  

When you think about it, all of these providers aren’t just 
selling you a beverage; they’re selling you a moment of rest 
and welcome, a place to regroup and reconsider what’s next and 
what matters. Somehow, everything’s clearer after a bracing cup 
of tea or that coffee boost. We all know about the chain stores- 
selling coffee by the paper cup. Been there, done that. Next 
time, turn the corner for a real Cherry Creek coffee adventure. 
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As the weather changes, you need to make changes with 
your beauty routine as well as your wardrobe. Skin care 
needs change dramatically from summer into winter. For 
great looking skin year-round, make sure you change your 
skin care products for each season.

Changing up the cleansing routine

In the summer we perspire a bit more as we enjoy the warm 
weather months. We use products that clean the pores deeper 
in summer, which can tend to dry skin out in the cooler 
months. When the skin is feeling tender or even slightly 
irritated, switch to a gentler product that is soap free, or even 
moisturizing. I recommend cutting down on the number 
of times you wash your face in the fall and winter to avoid 
stripping the skin and causing excessive dryness.

Think about changing moisturizers

As the air gets colder and drier, leave the lighter 
moisturizers in the drawer. I like adding a heavier crème for 
the cooler months, and possibly a balm type product for the 
evening hours, or whenever the skin is needing something a 
bit more.

Time to turn it over 

In the bright sun of the Colorado sky, we protect ourselves 
with so much SPF. It often results in the skin being a bit 

Changing Skin  Care
by michael moore

“For great looking skin year-round,
   make sure you change your skin   
   care products for the season!”  

With the  Changing Seasons
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Changing Skin  Care

Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life 

which supports your journey in self transformation.   

mooreforlife.com  | 303.956.0311  

With the  Changing Seasons
dull when the cold weather sets in. This is the time I 
recommend you start using retinols and investing in an 
esthetician for peels and a microdermabrasion. By the 
time the holidays come along, you will be as radiant     
as a holiday decoration.

Practice protection

After you’ve eradicated the summer damage on your 
skin, make sure you keep it totally protected through the 
fall and winter with UV protection. Use sunscreen as 
well a sunscreen foundation or BB crème. 

These products help your skin year round 

to prevent premature aging and fine 

line wrinkles.

Making simple changes will keep you 

looking great all year long!

Photo by Rob Hawthorne
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Winter Fashion

While the temperatures are lowering and the snow may be 
falling, we need not fret over what to wear this season. It’s 
unnecessary to fall prey to functionality at the cost of looking 
less than polished. During the winter months, we are forced to 
consider the outside elements when we plan our daily outfit.  For 
some, getting dressed for winter weather can be daunting and 
just plain stressful. You no longer have to succumb to the less 
than flattering winter coats and heavy winter boots.  Today’s 
fashion trends have created an elevated synergy between looking 
good and feeling fabulous…and keeping warm!!  

This season is all about layering with intention. Think about 
which pieces can take you from the car to your next meeting, and 
finally, to cocktail hour: Layering with intention includes leather 
jackets, capes, vests, furs, scarves, and heavy knit sweaters, not 
to mention, over-the-knee boots, booties, and chunky heels. 

There are many new boutiques in Cherry Creek that are 
beaming with items to curate your head-to-toe look.  Some of 
my favorites are A Line Boutique, Perch Denver and Scout & 
Molly’s.  

A Line Boutique offers everything to keep you warm and cozy, 
from day to night. A Line eliminates your layering dilemmas by 

Layering with  Intention

Personal wardrobe stylist
Tina Marie Friedman
finds the vibrant boutiques 
in Cherry Creek a great 
resource when helping 
clients create a unique style.

“Today’s fashion trends have created 
   an elevated synergy between 
   looking good, feeling fabulous
                   … and keeping warm!!”

Garbarini

A Line Boutique
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Layering with  Intention
offering beautiful faux fur vests, leather jackets, and an endless 
selection of items that can be used to create your entire look. 
You can find pieces that scream “high fashion fun” such as the 
cream roving fringe vest by Rebecca Taylor, fuzzy hoodie jacket 
by RtA and the yummy leather jacket by IRO.

Scout & Molly’s has an extensive selection of everyday chic 
pieces. The collection of pieces at Scout & Molly’s are price 
approachable and accommodate many of your wardrobe needs: 
day, night and fête.  For example, you can find your favorite new 
lace dress and layer it with one of their beautiful leather jackets 
for a sophisticated look or add a fur trimmed leather vest for an 
edgier feel. If you are on the hunt for a new look for work, look 
no further than Scout & Molly’s: They can get you “suited up” 
in a brand new way, such as a suit with a statement jacket and 
chevron blouse by Trina Turk. 

Perch Denver is the newest addition to Cherry Creek. Expanding 
from their beloved Vail location, this is store number two and 
Cherry Creek is thrilled to have them! Perch carries a variety 
of designers that can be used in creating a lasting wardrobe. 
Their incredible selection of “high fashion meets Colorado laid-
back luxe” is the perfect starting point for my clients who want 
to invest in wardrobe staples from which to build. From the 
beautiful cashmere sweaters that you can layer with a neutral 
cape or shawl, to a statement dress for your next fête, Perch has 
you covered.

While we embrace the new fashion energy of these boutiques 
we continue to appreciate and love our long-lived favorites, 
including Garbarini, Oster, and Dan Sharp.  Garbarini continues 

by tina marie friedman

A Line Boutique

A Line Boutique

Oster Jewelers
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some of our favorite designers. They can help you dress for 
the day or find the perfect dress for your upcoming black tie 
event. There is only one problem when it comes to Garbarini’s 
shoe selection, you can’t choose just one!  With their extensive 
selection of boots, booties and “go to” heels, you may just leave 
there with more than one shoebox!

When it comes to fur fashion, look no further than Dan 
Sharp Europe. Mr. Sharp has extensive experience designing 
luxurious pieces, all of which are manufactured in Italy.  The 
store carries the most beautiful collection of ready-to-wear 
and haute couture pieces for the fashion forward client as well 
as luxurious traditional items. Whether designed in his studio 
or brought straight from the runways of Paris and Milan, Mr. 
Sharp’s collection doesn’t stop with luxurious outerwear. It 
also includes highly coveted vintage pieces from icons such as 
Chanel, Givenchy, Yves St. Laurent and Christian Dior acquired 
thoughtfully during Mr. Sharp’s extensive European travels.    

When dressing for winter, or any season for that matter, one 
must remember the jewels. To create a polished look, you simply 
can’t overlook accessorizing and Oster Jewelers makes it easy. 
If you are looking for that one-of-a-kind showstopper piece, 
you will be thrilled with the selection of luxury timepieces, 
diamonds and fine jewelry. For example, this stunning necklace 
by Sylva & Cie will leave a lasting impression every time you 
wear it.  Maybe you are in the mood for something beautiful but 
want a bit more casual look; try the beautiful rings by Pomellata. 
Seeking the perfect gift for a friend? Try the precious charm 
bracelets by Sydney Evan. The breathtaking collection at Oster 
ranges from $35 for letter bracelets up to your endless creative 
imagination.  

As a personal wardrobe stylist with my company, Style TM 
(styletm.com), one of the things I like most is being a part of my 
clients’ transformation. Helping them determine the look that 
they have desired but didn’t quite know how to accomplish is 

Winter Fashion 

Scout & Molly’s

Oster Jewelers

Garbarini
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my number one goal. The intimate process that I am privileged 
to experience with my clients is a true gift.  Throughout my 
process, we identify what their style goals are and how we are 
going to accomplish them. Focused shopping results in desired 
purchases that make sense based on style goals, not because it’s 
a good deal!  When clients work with me, I am able to expose 
and introduce them to local boutiques that they might not 
have heard of or had the opportunity to visit. I do believe it’s 
imperative to support local businesses to create a unique style, 
YOURstyle, and the retail experience offered by Cherry Creek is 
often a great solution for my clients’ needs.  

It’s an exciting time in Cherry Creek with so many wonderful 
stores opening. Cherry Creek offers a unique “one-stop 
shopping” neighborhood feel that allows people to express their 
own unique style.

From the beginning of the day to the end, we all want to look 
and feel like the best version of ourselves. Let’s make that 
happen. Style TM - Let’s Trademark YOURstyle!

“It’s an exciting time in Cherry Creek 
with so many wonderful stores opening. 
Cherry Creek offers a unique “one-stop 
shopping” neighborhood feel that allows 
people to express their own unique style.”

Tina Marie Friedman’s development of Style TM stems from 

a love of fashion, coupled with the desire to help others feel 

and look fabulous.   styletm.com  |  720.276.0112  

Dan Sharp Europe

Oster Jewelers

A Line Boutique

Noah Berg, contributing photography
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Growing &

As we come into winter, men start to put on the face fur. While 
it is one of the biggest trends right now all over the country…. 
none is bigger than in our very own Rocky Mountain region. So 
we have decided that if men are going to keep furry faces…they 
better know how to take care of them.

Things you need to know about your beard:
First, did you know it takes about three months to grow a beard?

Beards are great when you give them the care and attention they 
deserve. I talked with the great people at The Famous Beard Oil 
Company to give the beard in Colorado some guidance.

Week One ... You’ll tend to get some light stubble starting to 
form…. NEVER trim the stubble until at least week three.

Week Three ... Find a professional to help with style advice. 
The beard should enhance your features, so aim for a beard that 
is opposite your face shape. For example, a long face should not 
have a pointy beard and a square face should avoid a low style 
beard.

Week Six ...  You have a good shape starting, so at this point 
you will really know if this is going to be a long term commitment 
or not.

Week Twelve ... Your beard has arrived!

So how do you take care of your beautiful facial mane? 

Treat it with tender loving care. Start off with the Famous Beard 
Oil Company Beard and Body Wash. I love that this is a dual-
action product. Using it on the beard will make sure it is free of so 
many nasty places we put our hands, and places our beards touch 
without even thinking.  When you use Beard and Body Wash, 
make sure you work it deep into the skin, not just the hair on the 

Managing the  Facial Mane
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Managing the  Facial Mane
outside of the beard. Get deep in there men! The hairs of your 
beard are thicker than the ones on your head. Products specially 
formulated for beards can really penetrate and wash them.

One thing that impressed me with the Famous Beard Oil 
Company product line was how many different options they 
have in oils to keep your beard looking its very best. After a 
good wash, hydrate the facial mane with beard oil. Why exactly 
do you need special oil? Well for thick beards or beards with 
length, it helps make it shiny and well maintained. You’ll only 
need a bit. To use the oil correctly, rub it deep into the roots 
and bring it out to the ends of the hair. Beard oil used daily also 
helps prevent beard dandruff. It nourishes the hair and helps 
keep your skin free from the itchy, early stages of growing a 
beard.

Something to remember when growing a beard is that your 
partner might tell you quite often that it is a bit scratchy.  
Patience is a virtue men. Wait for it to get a bit longer. The 
longer the beard, the softer it becomes. Now, I’m not talking ZZ 
TOP long. If you can wait until you get a 3 month grow out, it 
should be a nice soft kissing cushion. 

So, if you started a beard for “Movember”, or you already 
have a good one, I recommend getting it professionally taken 
care of from time to time. I also suggest using great, specially 
formulated products like the Denver-based product line at the 
Famous Beard Oil Company, and last but not least... make sure 
you never shave a beard off at the end of summer, unless you 
like a  beard shaped tan line!

by michael moore

Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life which 

supports your journey in self transformation.   

mooreforlife.com  | 303.956.0311  
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